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Field between two highly conducting disks close to touching

McPhedran, Poladian, GWM (1988)

Rigorous Analysis: Lim and Yu (2015)



Could use the transformation based approach of Greenleaf, Lassas, and Uhlmann

Advantages: Works for any external field and creates no disturbance 

Disadvantages: Requires extreme conductivities, and if one truncates the
solution there is no reason to expect it is optimal. 



Or Maybe?

Seems like we are just guessing. Is there a more systematic approach,
at least in the case where we use just 2 conducting materials, and
we are seeking shielding or concentration for just one applied field?















Explicit Formula for Bound: (can skip)



Response of the hierarchical 
laminate that has minimum
compliance energy



New classes of elastic materials (with Cherkaev, 1995)

Like a fluid it only supports one 
loading, unlike a fluid that 
loading may be anisotropic. Desired
support of a given anisotropic loading 
is achieved by moving P to another 
position in the unit cell.

KEY POINT is the coordination number of 4 at each vertex:
the tension in one double cone connector, by balance of
forces, determines uniquely the tension in the other 
3 connecting double  cones, and by induction the entire 
average stress field in the material.







Cloak making an object “unfeelable”:
Buckmann et. al. (2014)



Idea of proof: Insert into the material attaining the energy bounds 
a thin walled structure with sets of parallel walls:

Inside the walls put the appropriate modified ideal pentamode
material. Thus we obtain an optimal pentamode attaining
(arbitrarily closely) the energy bounds.



See also Ostanin, Ovchinnikov, Tozoni, and Zorin (results in 2d)
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.2018.05.018



What about discrete networks? Guiding of stress usually
achieved by adjusting tension in wires.



However the flow of stress is quite different to the flow of electrical 
current, e.g. consider a junction of four conducting rods:

Suggests that the flow of stress can be controlled by geometry alone 
by carefully making appropriate junctions.

Current in one does not determine the
current in the others, only their sum.

But the tension in one does uniquely
determine the tension in the three rods
that meet it, by balance of forces, provided
they are not co-planar.



The “spider-web” problem



That is: A web exists if and only if the net torque 
around any segment of the boundary is non-negative



Idea of Proof:



Force Cones::



Making a 2d-web uniloadable:



Superimposing uniloadable webs

By superposition one can realize any polyhedral 
force cone that satisfies the torque condition 



Combining a web under tension with a web under 
compression to support any desired loading 
at the vertices of a convex polygon



What about if the points 
are not the vertices of a convex 
polygon?

What happens in 3d?
Let the forces now be



Physically the constraint                  implies
corresponds to a displacement field where 
everything is stretched and hence

Then

Now if 

Conversely, if this is satisfied for all    and    then 
there exists an interpolating field 
such  that 



In a space of any dimension d we have proved:

So the existence, or not, of a web under tension that 
supports the desired loading, reduces to a finite dimensional
linear programming problem, that is easily solved numerically. 



Example:



Making a 3d-web uniloadable:



Thank You!
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